
SKETCH COMEDY FOR 
THE REST OF AMERICA



THE LEFT GETS RICH WHILE IT BRAINWASHES AMERICA

COMEDY IS A $40 BILLION INDUSTRY… 

And political satire is growing fast within this lucrative industry. The comedic 
scales tilt heavily to one side, however, thanks to the left’s dominance of pop 
culture.  

Mainstream media, Hollywood, and Big Tech have conspired to suppress and censor 
opposing viewpoints, boldly advancing its woke crusade.

- FOX NEWS AVERAGES 2.4 MILLION VIEWERS IN PRIMETIME 

- DAILY WIRE HAS 2.62 MILLION SUBSCRIBERS 

- GUTFELD AVERAGES 1.9 MILLION VIEWERS 

Saturday Night Live has gone 45 years without serious competition. Over the last decade, 
it has doubled down on bashing the right with more left-leaning political sketches. 

When it comes to comedy and politics, the entertainment industry ignores a  
major market. To paraphrase Michael Jordan, Republicans Laugh Too. 

We’re here to entertain a market that is STARVING for content.

BUT WHEN THE RIGHT PLAYS, IT WINS…



Andrew Breitbart famously said Politics is downstream 
from pop culture. For generations the left has quietly 
waged a culture war while the rest of America idly stood 
by. The country’s apathy to the slow cultural takeover has 
emboldened the left. Crazy becomes mainstream and 
there’s no limit to the absurdity being shoved down 
America’s throats.   

ENOUGH IS ENOUGH!   

Welcome to That Show Tonight, live sketch comedy 
designed to expose the hypocrisy and insanity of WOKE 
cancel culture.  For decades political satire has been one 
sided. And now, the left is doubling down on lies, shielding 
them with censorship and cancel culture. 

LAUGHTER LEADS THE WAY 

Studies show that humor promotes the spread and 
retention of news. Journal of Communications 

Perhaps that explains why late night shows like Steven 
Colbert, Jimmy Fallon, Jimmy Kimmel, and certainly 
Saturday Night Live have become more political. The left 
uses humor to advance its woke ideology. 

But humor falls flat when it promotes lies and falsehoods. 
How else do you explain how, in just months, The Greg 
Gutfeld Show beat Colbert, Kimmel, and Fallon in late-
night ratings?  

It’s time to take on Saturday Night Live. The left provides 
plenty of material for our expert team of writers to turn 
into comedic gold. While SNL worries more about woke 
approval and less about real comedy, That Show Tonight 
will fill the growing vacuum with entertaining and 
hilarious sketch comedy.  

SO MANY WAYS TO LAUGH! 

But it’s not just sketch comedy. Our shows feature much 
more! 

• Leading, high profile guest hosts 
• Musical acts 
• Digital shorts 
• Animated shorts 

Jim Breuer, Nick Searcy, Terrence K Williams are among 
some of the top entertainers involved in our project! There 
are many many more waiting in the wings.

TIME TO FIGHT BACK…

THE NEW FBI



WWW.THATSHOWTONIGHT.COM

We have partnered with Austin based Sovereign 
Data Solutions to build our own website, hosted on 
a completely independent server. SDS is funded by 
a conservative network of finance and tech leaders 
who developed a safe haven where common-sense 
and patriotic themes flow freely  

Our shows will livestream unimpeded by the 
powerful tech monopolies. We do not rely on 
corporate sponsors whose fear of cancel culture 
prevents support for “politically incorrect” 
content. 

IMPRESSIVE ROI’s FOR INVESTORS

A CANCEL-PROOF MODEL

Our subscription model will be driven by a world-
class marketing firm providing the potential for  
impressive returns for investors.  

When our entertaining team of comedic writers 
connect humor with this underserved,  immense 
market, the potential ROI for those who invest in  
taking our country back is off the charts! 

http://www.thatshowtonight.com

